GENERAL DYNAMICS
MISSION SYSTEMS
REMAINS COMPLIANT
WITH UNANET
As a leading provider of mission critical
systems across land, sea, air, space, and

CHALLENGES
•

requirements

cyber domains, General Dynamics Mission
Systems needed a DCAA compliant
timekeeping solution and had a robust set

Had extensive DCAA-compliant timekeeping

•

Needed to feed data to multiple back-end
accounting systems

•

of requirements.

Required a system that would capture all
hours across both project and
administrative work

They chose Unanet to meet the needs of
their global workforce. General Dynamics

•

management difficult and inefficient
•

Sought a system that would provide robust
workflows for complex reviews and

Mission Systems initially secured 8,000

approvals

licenses and have expanded their footprint
•

to 14,000 users.

Disparate spreadsheets made project

Had a very large and global team to
integrate

“Unanet is passionate about helping each customer better manage their project-driven business. As a
team, Unanet and General Dynamics Mission Systems worked closely together to implement the best
functional timesheet software to meet their robust requirements.”
Fran Craig, CEO & Founder, Unanet

THE UNANET SOLUTION

General Dynamics Mission Systems brings together
diverse talents, histories and capabilities that
resonate across our business. Today, our company
has an established global presence in secure
communications systems, command and control
systems, imagery sensors and cyber products.
General Dynamics Mission Systems reinvents the
bounds of innovation to advance our customers’
missions.

With over 15 years of production use, Unanet is a
proven solution for managing projects, people and
financials in project-driven organizations.
Over 1,000 customers—including General
Dynamics, Leidos, Pfizer, and Stanford University—
trust Unanet to provide visibility into the work,
reduce costs, improve revenues, and streamline
business management of services processes.
Unanet customers typically achieve ROls of over
1000%.

Unanet was able to unify General Dynamics
Mission Systems’ team by providing one
integrated timekeeping platform that met all of
their robust and highly complex needs.
Continuing our service to the General
Dynamics Mission Systems’ team for over ten
years, Unanet has gone on to work with two
more divisions of General Dynamics.
After implementing Unanet, General Dynamics
Mission Systems:
•

Has a DCAA-compliant timekeeping solution
for their global team of 14,000

•

Is benefitting from one integrated solution
that feeds data to and from multiple backend accounting systems

•

Can capture and analyze all effort across a
myriad of projects and has better access to
non-project related work that they did not
have visibility into before

•

Has eliminated the quagmire of disparate
project management spreadsheets

•

Can process reviews and approvals easily –
even in situations involving complicated
workflows

•

Managers have better reporting capabilities
and access to real-time dashboard data

•

Serves a global team by providing an easyto-use integrated system
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